Product Description

PolyOne’s OnCap™ Scratch and Mar resistance technology provides customized solutions that allow you to manufacture products that better maintain their finished quality.

Because the OnCap™ Scratch and Mar technology has been tested and proven compatible across a wide range of polymers, one of our solutions should work in your application.

In addition the PolyOne technical service assists with trialing for a seamless implementation.

Value

Why OnCap™ Scratch and Mar?

OnCap™ Scratch and Mar enhances the ability of your products to resist scratching and scuffing and maintain a “like-new” look longer.

OnCap™ Scratch and Mar suitable particularly for automotive and other applications requiring resistance to daily surface abrasion.

Can OnCap™ Scratch and Mar Help Your Business?

If any of the following are true for your operation, OnCap™ Scratch and Mar may help you grow your bottom line:

- You are an automotive OEM or tier supplier
- You are a molder for an automotive tier supplier
- Your products require surface finish protection from daily wear and tear

Applications

OnCap™ Scratch and Mar works most effectively with polyolefins in a wide range of thermoplastic processes.

Contact your PolyOne representative to learn more about OnCap™ Scratch and Mar and how it can help you grow your bottom line.
Product choices often vary by region due to differences in regulatory and agency requirements, availability and other key factors. Please contact your nearest sales office for assistance in choosing the right solution for your locale.
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